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Serials Handling in Essen University Library 
Ahmed H. Helal 
Essen University Library, Essen, Germany 
Dealing with serials, i.e. the record management problems related 
to each serial procedure starting by ordering, accounting, cata-
loguing, receiving, claiming, binding should be handled in an 
integrated system on a local level. It can be run by a minicomputer. 
Even minicomputers already have the capacity to handle large 
files of serials. The future of online serials management li e s 
in the 1980s. 
Serials automation is no more a puzzle as documented by this 
IATUL meeting. A very wide range of presentations, lectures, and 
communications will touch on this topic, namely serials automation 
and/or handling. 
The immense increase in the number of journals published and the 
heavy use make it necessary to have a corresponding demand f or 
their access. This includes users' access, union lists, national 
serials data base etc. 
It is so much published about serials automation that it is very 
difficult for librarians to give an up-to-date information and 
to cover the immense amount of information about the mysteries of 
serials automation. However, the routines in a manual serials de-
partment have proved to be similar in all libraries and are equal 
to all new developments. Only on this base and with deep knowledge 
of serials procedures is it possible to develop new techniques, 
i.e. automated procedures that could be feasible and considered. 
The application of minicomputers in serials automation includes 
establishment of procedures, maintenance of bibliographic control, 
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subscription control, dissemination, output generation and re-
porting, etc. This communication provides the results of our expe-
rience in library automation with our system "E A S Y" - Journal 
Module (= serials sub-system). 
E A S Y "Essen Automated System" - Journal Module (Figs. 1,2) is 
not a simple type of serials automated system, i.e. it is not 
only a straight listing of information regarding each periodical 
title, neither has it the ambition to automate clerical proce-
dures involved with the receiving or check-in procedures and 
claiming (Fig. 3). 
The aim of serials automation in Essen University Library within 
the frame of our automated system is to have a complete biblio-
graphic file (Fig. 4) with an access (Fig. 5) to records for all 
titles held in the library including detailed description of 
holdings. The basic master file contains records structured in 
formats according our tagging scheme, which is very close to the 
German Format MAB land to the German cataloguing rules RAK. It 
is the basis for the periodicals holdinglist (Fig. 6) and a joint 
for a cooperation on nationwide scale for the publication of the 
German Union List of Serials (Fig. 7). 
As we are following the ISDS (International Serials Data System) 
our serials database can be accepted nationwide. The form of entry, 
bibliographic description and holdings statement are compatible 
with international standards. In addition, our records include: 
titel, beginning of publication date, ending of publication date, 
source, current subscription, or a "dead title", cost of subscrip-
tion, cost of binding, vendor, origin, i.e. German or non German 
origin, subject, branch library, holdings, missing volumes, etc. 
Moreover, the binding of actively received serials, i.e. repeti-
tive binding procedures and instructions are part of the system. 
In our library we have a complete machine readable file for all 
our periodicals on subscription, gift, exchange, and seized 
publication as weIl as on continuation. All needed data are 
entered into the applicable fields. Corrections, additions, 
alterations, or deletions of information included in a record 
can be done at any time. The tagging scheme generally covers all 
needed information. We have different search keys which can be 
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entered to display the desired record on the terminal screen. 
The system is able to produce 
lists of all titles in an particular fund (Fig. 8,9) arranged 
by entry, call number, or costs, displaying the subscription 
amounts paid for those titles year by year, etc. (Fig. 10,11) 
- for management purposes regular reports for each serials fund 
according to subject including all expenditures made from that 
fund (Fig. 12, 13, 14). 
In conclusion, the automation of serials should cover: 
Bibliographic control union lists, selected lists, etc. 
Acquisition control budget, subscription, etc. 
Inventory control shelf list, holdings reco r ds, etc. 
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COMPUTER ABSTRACTS 
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COMPUTER ABSTRACTS / TECHNICAL INFORMATION COMPANY. 
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1 -7 . 
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Subject Catalog Mathematics 
INFORMATION AND CONTROL 
INFORMATION AND CONTROL / ED.: LEON BRILLOUIN ... 
NEW YORK (U.A.): ACAD. PRo 
BESTAND: 31/64 Z 18 
1- 1958 FF. 
INFORMATION PROCESSING IN JAPAN 
INFORMATION PROCESSING IN JAPAN / ED.: T. KOSAMI ... 
TOKYO: INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY OF JAPAN 
BESTAND: 31/64 Z 9 
1.1961 FF. 
INFORMATION PROCESSING LETTERS 
INFORMATION PROCESSING LETTERS: A JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE 
RAPID PUBLICATION OF SHORT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE FIELD OF 
INFORMATION PROCESSING / ED.: F.G. DUNCAN 
AMSTERDAM: NORTH-HOLLAND PUBL. COMP. 
BESTAND: 
1. 1971 FF. 
INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY OF JAPAN 
SIEHE 
INFORMATION PROCESSING IN JAPAN 
INFORMATION SCIENCES 
31/64 Z 37 
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INFORMATION SCIENCES: AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL / ED.: 
JOHN M. RICHARDSON ... 
NEW YORK: AMER. ELSEVIER PUBL. COMP. 
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INSTITUTE DE STATISTIQUE <PARIS> 
PUBLICATIONS DE L'INSTITUT DE STATISTIQUE DE L'UNIVERSITE 
DE PARIS / RED.: M. FRECHET 
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BESTAND: 
6. 1957 FF 
LUECKEN: 
1 - 5 . 
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1 -7 • 
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13-14. 
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COMPUTER NETWORKS : THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF DISTRIBUTED 
INFORMATIQUE. OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL 
FOR COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 
AMSTERDAM: NORTH-HOLLAND PUBL. COMP. 
ISSN: 0376-5075 ABT-ID-NR.: 196670-4 
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